These notes cover examples from the lecture on § 7.1 - Inverse Sine, Cosine, and Tangent Functions, as well as some extra examples. These cover the most important types you are likely to see. It is strongly recommended that you work more problems similar to these in order to get good at these types of problems as they are very likely to show up on quizzes and tests.

1. § 7.1 - Inverse Sine, Cosine, and Tangent Functions

Definition 1.1. We define inverse sine function to be

\[ y = \sin^{-1}(x) \text{ means } x = \sin(y) \]

for \(-1 \leq x \leq 1\) and \(-\frac{\pi}{2} \leq y \leq \frac{\pi}{2}\)

What \(y = \sin^{-1}(x)\) means is that “\(y\) is the angle whose sine is equal to \(x\).” Or in other words, what angle \(y\) gives you the value of \(x\). NOTE: \(y = \sin^{-1}(x)\) does NOT mean \(y = \frac{1}{\sin(x)}\)!

We know that this function is cosecant. The \(-1\) is purely notation, if you like, you can write the expression as \(y = \sin^{-1}(x) = \arcsin(x)\), which is another name for the inverse sine function.

Using the notion of “what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\)” in the formula \(y = \sin^{-1}(x)\), we can figure out the values from the table below of \(\sin(\theta)\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\theta)</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{2})</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{4})</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{6})</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{6})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{4})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sin(\theta))</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2})</td>
<td>-(\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2})</td>
<td>-(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>(\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2})</td>
<td>(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that for \(f^{-1}(x) = \sin^{-1}(x)\), the domain is \([-1, 1]\) and the range is \([-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}]\), reverse of \(\sin(x)\). Try to do the following exercises without the chart, using the method: “what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\).”

Example 1. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(-\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2})\).

Example 2. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(-1)\).

Example 3. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2})\).

Example 4. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2})\).

Sometimes we can use the fact that \(\sin(x)\) and \(\sin^{-1}(x)\) are inverses directly, but you MUST be careful! The values need to be in the domain and range of \(\sin^{-1}\) to be well defined to be able to apply the following rules.

Definition 1.2. For values \(x\) in the domain and range of \(\sin^{-1}\) to cancel the \(\sin\) and \(\sin^{-1}\):

\[ f^{-1}(f(x)) = \sin^{-1}(\sin(x)) = x \text{ for } -\frac{\pi}{2} \leq x \leq \frac{\pi}{2} \]

\[ f(f^{-1}(x)) = \sin(\sin^{-1}(x)) = x \text{ for } -1 \leq x \leq 1 \]

Here are some examples where you may or may not be able to use this definition. Always check to see if the values are in the above intervals!

Example 5. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(\sin(\frac{\pi}{6}))\).

Example 6. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(\sin(\frac{\pi}{4}))\).

Example 7. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(\frac{1}{2})\).

Example 8. Find the exact value of \(\sin^{-1}(1.8)\).
Definition 1.3. We define inverse cosine function to be

\[ y = \cos^{-1}(x) \text{ means } x = \cos(y) \]

for \(-1 \leq x \leq 1 \text{ and } 0 \leq y \leq \pi\)

What \(y = \cos^{-1}(x)\) means is that "y is the angle whose cosine is equal to x." Or in other words, what angle \(y\) gives you the value of \(x\). **NOTE:** \(y = \cos^{-1}(x)\) does **NOT** mean \(y = \frac{1}{\cos(x)}\!\). We know that this function is secant. The \(-1\) is purely notation, if you like, you can write the expression as \(y = \cos^{-1}(x) = \arccos(x)\), which is another name for the inverse cosine function.

Using the notion of “what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\)” in the formula \(y = \cos^{-1}(x)\), we can figure out the values from the table below of \(\cos(\theta)\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\theta)</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{6})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{2})</th>
<th>(\frac{2\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(\frac{5\pi}{6})</th>
<th>(\pi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\cos(\theta))</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\sqrt{3}/2)</td>
<td>(1/2)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(-1/2)</td>
<td>(-\sqrt{3}/2)</td>
<td>(-1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that for \(\sin^{-1}(x)\), the domain is \([-1, 1]\) and the range is \([0, \pi]\). Try to do the following exercises without the chart, using the method: “what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\).”

**Example 9.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(-\frac{1}{2})\).

**Example 10.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(0)\).

**Example 11.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2})\).

**Example 12.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(\frac{\sqrt{2}}{2})\).

Sometimes we can use the fact that \(\cos(x)\) and \(\cos^{-1}(x)\) are inverses directly, but you **MUST** be careful! The values need to be in the domain and range of \(\cos^{-1}\) to be well defined to be able to apply the following rules.

**Definition 1.4.** For values \(x\) in the domain and range of \(\cos^{-1}\) to cancel the \(\cos\) and \(\cos^{-1}\):

\[ f^{-1}(f(x)) = \cos^{-1}(\cos(x)) = x \text{ for } 0 \leq x \leq \pi \]
\[ f(f^{-1}(x)) = \cos(\cos^{-1}(x)) = x \text{ for } -1 \leq x \leq 1 \]

Here are some examples where you may or may not be able to use this definition. Always check to see if the values are in the above intervals!

**Example 13.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(\cos(\frac{\pi}{12}))\).

**Example 14.** Find the exact value of \(\cos(\cos^{-1}(-0.4))\).

**Example 15.** Find the exact value of \(\cos^{-1}(\cos(-\frac{2\pi}{3}))\).

**Example 16.** Find the exact value of \(\cos(\cos^{-1}(\pi))\).
Definition 1.5. We define inverse tangent function to be

\[ y = \tan^{-1}(x) \text{ means } x = \tan(y) \]

for \(-1 \leq x \leq 1\) and \(0 \leq y \leq \pi\)

What \(y = \tan^{-1}(x)\) means is that "\(y\) is the angle whose tangent is equal to \(x\)." Or in other words, what angle \(y\) gives you the value of \(x\).

**NOTE:** \(y = \tan^{-1}(x)\) does NOT mean \(y = \frac{1}{\tan(x)}\)! We know that this function is cotangent. The \(-1\) is purely notation, if you like, you can write the expression as \(y = \tan^{-1}(x) = \arctan(x)\), which is another name for the inverse tangent function.

Using the notion of "what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\)" in the formula \(y = \tan^{-1}(x)\), we can figure out the values from the table below of \(\tan(\theta)\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(\theta)</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{2})</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(-\frac{\pi}{4})</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{4})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{3})</th>
<th>(\frac{\pi}{2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\tan(\theta))</td>
<td>undefined</td>
<td>(-\sqrt{3})</td>
<td>(-1)</td>
<td>(-\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3})</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the domain is \((-\infty, \infty)\) and the range is \((-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2})\). Try to do the following exercises without the chart, using the method: "what angle \(y\) gives you the value \(x\)."

**Example 17.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(-\sqrt{3})\).

**Example 18.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(1)\).

**Example 19.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(\frac{\sqrt{3}}{3})\).

**Example 20.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(0)\).

Sometimes we can use the fact that \(\tan(x)\) and \(\tan^{-1}(x)\) are inverses directly, but you MUST be careful! The values need to be in the domain and range of \(\tan^{-1}\) to be well defined to be able to apply the following rules.

**Definition 1.6.** For values \(x\) in the domain and range of \(\tan^{-1}\) to cancel the \(\tan\) and \(\tan^{-1}\):

\[ f^{-1}(f(x)) = \tan^{-1}(\tan(x)) = x \text{ for } -\frac{\pi}{2} < x < \frac{\pi}{2} \]

\[ f(f^{-1}(x)) = \tan(\tan^{-1}(x)) = x \text{ for } -\infty < x < \infty \]

Here are some examples where you may or may not be able to use this definition. Always check to see if the values are in the above intervals!

**Example 21.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(\tan(-\frac{3\pi}{8}))\).

**Example 22.** Find the exact value of \(\tan(\tan^{-1}(4))\).

**Example 23.** Find the exact value of \(\tan^{-1}(\tan(-\frac{2\pi}{3}))\).

**Example 24.** Find the exact value of \(\tan(\tan^{-1}(\pi))\).
Here is a chart to summarize the above information. This is how to use the chart. When encountering problems of the form:

(A) \(\sin^{-1}(\sin(\theta)) = \phi\)
(B) \(\sin(\sin^{-1}(x)) = y\)

Look at the function on the outside, then reference the table. For the (A), look at the first three rows, if \(\theta\) is in the interval in the second column, then you can just cancel the trig functions and \(\phi = \theta\). For the (B), look at the last three rows, if \(x\) is in the interval in the second column, then you can just cancel the trig functions and \(y = x\). For case (A), if the value \(\theta\) is not in the interval, you must do more work and find the correct angle. The answer will NOT be the one in parentheses. For case (B), if the value \(x\) is not in the interval, the value will not be defined. The answer will NOT be the one in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trig Function on the outside</th>
<th>Interval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(\sin^{-1})</td>
<td>([-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\cos^{-1})</td>
<td>([0, \pi])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tan^{-1})</td>
<td>((-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sin)</td>
<td>([-1, 1])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\cos)</td>
<td>([-1, 1])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tan)</td>
<td>((-\infty, \infty))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here I will do one worked example of each of the two last topics. The first is finding the inverse function of a trigonometric function. The second is solving an equation involving an inverse trigonometric function.

**Example 25.** Find the inverse function \(f^{-1}\) of \(f(x) = 2\sin(x) - 1\) on \(-\frac{\pi}{2} \leq x \leq \frac{\pi}{2}\). Find the range of \(f\) and the domain and range of \(f^{-1}\).

*Solution:* Using our previous knowledge, we switch \(x\) and \(y\) and solve for \(y\).

\[
y = 2\sin(x) - 1 \\
x = 2\sin(y) - 1 \\
x + 1 = 2\sin(y) \\
x + 1 \over 2 = \sin(y) \\
y = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{x + 1}{2}\right)
\]

So the inverse function is \(f^{-1}(x) = \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{x+1}{2}\right)\). Now we have to find the range of \(f\). To do this, we solve \(y = 2\sin(x) - 1\) for \(\sin(x)\). So we have that \(\sin(x) = \frac{y+1}{2}\). We know that \(-1 \leq \sin(x) \leq 1\), so then we must have the following

\[
-1 \leq \frac{y + 1}{2} \leq 1 \\
-2 \leq y + 1 \leq 2 \\
-3 \leq y \leq 1
\]

So in interval notation, the range is \([-3, 1]\). Therefore, for \(f^{-1}\), we switch the domain and the range. So then we have that the domain for \(f^{-1}\) is \([-3, 1]\) and the range is \([-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}]\).

**Example 26.** Solve the equation: \(3\sin^{-1}(x) = \pi\).
Solution: To solve this type of question, isolate the trig function and use the definition from above:

\[
3 \sin^{-1}(x) = \pi \\
\sin^{-1}(x) = \frac{\pi}{3} \\
x = \sin\left(\frac{\pi}{3}\right) \\
x = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2}
\]

Here are some examples to practice of these two ideas.

Example 27. Find the inverse function \( f^{-1} \) of \( f(x) = 5 \sin(x) + 2 \) on \(-\frac{\pi}{2} \leq x \leq \frac{\pi}{2}\). Find the range of \( f \) and the domain and range of \( f^{-1} \).

Example 28. Find the inverse function \( f^{-1} \) of \( f(x) = -2 \cos(x) \) on \( 0 \leq x \leq \frac{\pi}{3} \). Find the range of \( f \) and the domain and range of \( f^{-1} \).

Example 29. Find the inverse function \( f^{-1} \) of \( f(x) = 3 \sin(2x) \) on \(-\frac{\pi}{4} \leq x \leq \frac{\pi}{4}\). Find the range of \( f \) and the domain and range of \( f^{-1} \).

Example 30. Solve the equation: 
\[-6 \sin^{-1}(x) = \pi.\]

Example 31. Solve the equation: 
\[3 \tan^{-1}(x) = \pi.\]

Example 32. Solve the equation: 
\[3 \cos^{-1}(2x) = 2\pi.\]